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About This Game

Mina’s rescue from the end of the first game is cut dramatically short and she and primate pal Jep are left again on the
mysterious island to fend for themselves! Mina needs to dress her wounds and keep safe against the local wildlife, but now she

has the assistance of the player controlled Jep who can fit in smaller spaces, move deftly through the jungle and even
communicate with other animals in their bid to survive. Using even more combinations of items throughout the island, Mina and

Jep will need to recover from their traumatic circumstances and find another way, any way, off the mysterious island!
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Really good for $0.50. Easy peasy.. One of the best pixel art programs I've used. I've used it to design things like company logos
and faux NES cart graphics. The post processing effects really give my work a professional feel that looks good at high
resolutions.. This is not a game, this is not a sim, this is a scam. Someone spent all of an hour developing this sad excuse for a
VR experience. I don't have motion sickness in any other VR game, this one makes me nauseous at the start. I tried it twice each
time for about 2 minutes. I could not even stay in the game long enough for steam to allow me to write this review.

Not worth 10$, maybe worth 1$. very good game and well done to the makers of it. the death ray 3000 bug has been fixed but
when i launched the game after the update it had unlocked all the weapons, the achievement boxes on top were blank and my
score was 0. please fix this!its a perfect game but these minor bugs really♥♥♥♥♥♥me off.. Shot Gman in the d*ck with a soda
can.
10/10

Self Promotion below

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXr7AtOiqgw. Better than CSGO, totally worth it.

10/10. Like many cross-genre games, this one suffers from not deciding which genre to focus on. The squad-based real-time
combat portion feels like the controls are incomplete (where's the option to "fight things you run into while moving"?). This
suggests that the station construction and management should be the main focus, producing bonuses for the squad to make up
for the reduced controls. However, the only bonus that can be gotten from the station is xp, and only at early levels (according to
the help screens). This in turn makes the station management seem nearly pointless, in addition to the lack of achievements for
doing well at it, as the main goal of managing the station becomes simply supplying all the needs of your away team so that they
don't quit on you or go into combat with penalties. The tourists are self-balancing: the only penalty, at least so far, for not
satisfying all of their desires is that they arrive more slowly. Station constructions are limited by the away team's adventures,
both by the need for tech points (gained from exploration, not building/research) and by the need for resources. So both the
combat portion and the building portion are crippled: the former by poor controls; the latter by lack of incentive and challenge..
This is a neutral review (neither 'YES' nor 'NO'). It's a game for Tetris enthusiasts only. If you're one, than thats for you. If
you're not I would recommend a different indie\/puzzle\/casual game as the twist mechanism does not improve much on the
original Tetris experience.
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As a nature lover is a must for me to have this game !
The enviroment looks is really like when you are in nature and it feels like you exlore this beautifull place and and I was able to
take screenshots exactly how I see the place with my own eyes..

The story is also nice and surprising (I will not spoil :P )
well I haven't found the Genie yet but I hope I will :)

The game can be playable again not only to get a different end but to see other places and make new screenshots and also in any
time for exploration ;)

The voices are also nice and clear. I was able to understand the story without the subtitles, but it is nice that there are subtitles.

the music is also relaxing or can be surprising ;)
well in general I do not want to spoil ! I let you explore by your self .. so yes I definitelly recommend this game!. I just got it and
it's pretty good for some uses. I tested a few 3d games and while it works, I found that the games looked better in my opinion
with their original filtering, compared to no filtering at all specially the texts which look pixelated, but in my opinion it looked
better when using this program and the antialiasing, but sadly that makes some pretty big performance drops due to the
antialiasing and since you can't play the game in fullscreen mode, it introduces lag and reduced performance.

Now, for older games... I was surprised, it's pretty good! Old games look really better with integer scaling as opposed to
stretched fullscreen and not to mention that some games just don't even have a fullscreen option, just a tiny windowed mode so
this program really comes in handy, and you can also use the antialiasing in some of those games with no performance drops
since they are simpler games. Heck there are some games on steam released nowadays that run on a tiny window so you can use
this.

Also this software pretty much makes any windows as if it was running borderless since it only zooms the game itself. I really
hate when I enter and alt-tab a game since it takes a few seconds and with this it's really instant and the program zooms again
when you alt-tab again.

Overall I'm satisfied with the software and it's pretty good as a first release and it has room to improve and be even better..
InCell is from the developer of InMind. A spatial view of a planar obstacle dodge\/collect game.

The graphics are cute, cartoony blobs of color, and higher levels make it harder to dodge things, adding obstacles that have to be
knocked down.

A fun way to show friends some of what a vr headset can do, with great effort to prevent motion sickness.

The developers are attentive and approachable, a great indie experience!. 7\/10
Fun and challenging game to a point. The difficulty level is impossibly hard in the later levels, which spoils things somewhat.
Imagine being expected to shoot small moving man sized things at 1km distance, achieve 50% accuracy and shoot about 1 arrow
a second. The balancing doesn't really seem to have been thought through. Purchased units (towers) should have regenerated at
the start of each wave.
I do recommend this though.. This is an excellent game, it's currently at $3.00 and totally worth it.. best comedy (y)
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